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The US energy revolution is starting to unravel, even while
policymakers continue to believe the hype. This month's Museletter
looks at the reality behind the hype. First up is a look at the
ballooning debt behind energy companies struggle to keep the
hamster wheel of oil production going. Part two is a short essay
revealing how belief in US energy independence is leading to short
sighted and dangerous foreign policy. 

Blame the Environmentalists

Here’s The Script, in four despicable acts:

Act 1. Fracking boom goes bust as production from shale gas and
tight oil wells stalls out and lurches into decline.
Act 2. Oil and gas industry loudly blames anti-fracking
environmentalists and restrictive regulations.
Act 3. Congress rolls back environmental laws.
Act 4. Loosened regulations do little to boost actual oil and gas
production, which continues to tank, but the industry wins the right
to exploit marginal resources a little more cheaply than would
otherwise have been the case.
 
You can bet The Script is being written in operational detail right now
at corporate headquarters in Oklahoma City and Houston, and in the
offices of PR firms in New York and Boston. Each of its elements has
the inevitability of events in a Shakespearean tragedy.
 
It’s fairly clear that the fracking bubble will burst soon—almost
certainly within the decade. Our ongoing analysis at Post Carb on
Institute documents the high per-well decline rates (a typical well’s
production drops 70% during the first year), the high variability of
production potential within geological formations being tapped, and
the dwindling number of remaining drilling sites in the few “sweet
spots” that offer vaguely profitable drilling potential. Meanwhile, as
the Energy Information Administration (EIA) has recently
documented, the balance sheets of fracking companies are loaded
with debt while surprisingly short on profits from sales of product—
with real profits coming mostly from sales of assets (drilling leases).
 

http://richardheinberg.com/
http://richardheinberg.com/
http://shalebubble.org/drill-baby-drill/
http://shalebubble.org/drill-baby-drill/
http://wolfstreet.com/2014/07/30/how-fracking-is-blowing-up-balance-sheets-of-oil-and-gas-companies/
http://wolfstreet.com/2014/07/30/how-fracking-is-blowing-up-balance-sheets-of-oil-and-gas-companies/
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The industry continues to claim that tight oil and shale gas are “game
changers” and that these resources will last many decades if not
centuries. Though the CEOs of companies engaged in shale gas and
tight oil drilling are undoubtedly aware of what’s going on in their
own balance sheets, hype is an essential part of their business model
—which can be summarized as follows: 
 
Step 1. Borrow money and use it to lease thousands of acres for
drilling.
Step 2. Borrow more money and drill as many wells as you can, as
quickly as you can.
Step 3. Tell everyone within shouting distance that this is just the
beginning of a production boom that will continue for the remainder
of our lives and the lives of our children, and that everyone who
invests will get rich.
Step 4. Sell drilling leases to other (gullible) companies at a profit,
raise funds through Initial Public Offerings or bond sales, and use the
proceeds to hide financial losses from your drilling and production
operations.
 
In the financial industry this would be recognized as a variation on
the old “pump and dump” scam, yet the US government’s own EIA
has just quietly confirmed that this is standard practice in the
companies responsible for the “miraculous” US oil and gas
renaissance that other departments of government are relying on for
job creation projections, future tax revenues, and (reputed) energy
export clout in the new cold war against Russia.
 
The bursting of the fracking bubble will have almost nothing to do
with environmentalists, but they have deliberately and courageously
put themselves in harm’s way. Fracking has terrible impacts on
water, air, soil, human health, the welfare of livestock and wildlife,
and the climate.
 
Hundreds of local anti-fracking groups have sprung up across the
country in recent years, often started by ordinary citizens who
suddenly found their wells fouled, their livestock sickened, or their
children suffering from headaches and nosebleeds as a result of
nearby fracking operations. Yet it has often been difficult for
environmental scientists to document such impacts, due to deliberate
efforts on the part of industry to impede studies and publications (for

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/personalfinance/investing/11006723/fracking-for-Shale-gas-the-dotcom-bubble-of-our-times.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/personalfinance/investing/11006723/fracking-for-Shale-gas-the-dotcom-bubble-of-our-times.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pump_and_dump
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental_impact_of_hydraulic_fracturing_in_the_United_States
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example, requiring non-disclosure agreements where complaints are
met with cash settlements); indeed, industry spokespeople continue
to deny that fracking is responsible for any environmental or human
health problems. The industry despises environmentalists. But the
real motivation for The Script is not petulance or revenge.
 
No, this is all business. Environmentalists will merely be handy
scapegoats. Blaming environmentalists for the bursting of the fracking
bubble will divert public attention from the industry’s own bad
business practices. But even more usefully, telling receptive members
of Congress that falling oil and gas production rates are due to anti-
fracking, fear-mongering, business-hating enviros will set the stage
for new and powerful calls to roll back local, state, and national
regulations. Congress’s likely response: “Poor you! What can we do
to help? How about some further exemptions to the Clean Air and
Clean Water acts? Maybe a preemption of local fracking ordinances
with a new industry-friendly national rule? Would you care for some
drilling leases on millions of acres of federal land as an appetizer,
while you’re waiting? They’re on the house.”
 
The industry has a lot to gain by portraying itself as the victim of
powerful environmental interests. But will this gambit actually initiate
a new round of oil and gas production growth? That’s remotely
possible, since there are still billions of tons of low-grade
hydrocarbon resources trapped beneath American soil. But don’t
count on it. It takes money to drill, even if it’s other people’s money.
As the quality of available resources declines, the amount of money
needed to yield each new increment of energy from those resources
grows. The industry will have to find and persuade a new flock of
investors, which is likely to be difficult once shale gas and tight oil
production is clearly headed south with an accelerating trend.
Carrying loads of debt has been relatively easy due to ultra-low
interest rates; if the Federal Reserve decides to let rates drift back
upward, this alone could be a stake through the industry’s heart.
 
One way or another, the current fracking bubble is likely to constitute
the last gasp of production growth for US oil and gas. The Script
can’t solve all the industry’s problems. But it might yield a few
consolation prizes.
 
What could keep The Script from succeeding? The industry’s PR
offensive will be much less effective if mainstream media prominently
and repeatedly publish good analyses of what’s going on in the
geology of the fracking fields and the balance sheets of the drilling
companies; and if public officials understand and talk about the real
reasons for the coming stall and drop in US oil and gas production.
 
Both of these developments could in turn be facilitated by EIA doing
its job. The Agency’s recent report was an excellent first step. The
EIA works for the American people, not the oil and gas industry.
Where the interests of the people and those of the industry diverge,
it’s clear where the Agency’s loyalties should lie. Here’s an open plea
to Agency officials: Please follow the evidence and tell public officials
and the American people the real story of what’s happening as the
national fracking boom turns to bust. You’re the authority everyone
looks to.
 

http://thehill.com/policy/energy-environment/213803-gop-green-movement-backed-by-cabal-of-billionaires-foreign-funding
http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=17311
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New Russia Sanctions: Washington, Delusional
About US Energy Capacity, Lashes Out

The New York Times reports that “The United States and Europe
kicked off a joint effort on Tuesday intended to curb Russia’s long-
term ability to develop new oil resources.” The new sanctions would
deny Russia access to western technology needed to access polar oil
and deepwater oil, as well as tight oil produced by hydrofracturing
and horizontal drilling.

It's good to know that a lot of Russian oil is likely to stay in the
ground rather than being burned in Russian, Chinese, and European
car and truck engines, adding to global climate change. But that's not
really the intent of the sanctions; evidently the purpose is merely to
punish Vladimir Putin for resisting Western attempts to surround his
nation with NATO bases and missiles. For some reason intelligible
only to neoconservatives, nuclear-armed Washington seems intent on
provoking a major confrontation with nuclear-armed Russia. As
justification, we Americans are told in no uncertain terms that Russia
was behind the downing of Malaysian Airlines flight 17—despite a
remarkable lack of actual evidence to that effect (as veteran
journalist Robert Parry points out here).
 
The foreign policy wonks at the State Department may not
understand that Russian oil production has just hit a post-USSR peak
and will be declining anyway. The effect of the sanctions will be to
speed the Russian decline, forcing up world oil prices as soon as US
tight oil maxes out and goes into its inevitable nosedive in the 2017-
2020 time frame. Russia, which will still be an oil exporter then, will
benefit from higher oil prices (perhaps nearly enough to compensate
for the loss of production resulting from the sanctions). But the US,
which will still be one of the world’s top oil importers, will face a re-
run of the 2008 oil shock that contributed to its financial crash.
 
No doubt State Department policy experts sincerely believe the recent
hype about America as a new energy superpower capable of
supplying Europe with oil and natural gas to replace Russia’s exports.
Maybe the Europeans are foolish enough to have fallen for this
delusion as well. But these will prove to be ruinous high-stakes bets.
One can only hope that all the players will stir from these
hallucinations before the game turns really ugly.

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/30/world/europe/european-sanctions-russia.html?_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/30/world/europe/european-sanctions-russia.html?_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/30/world/europe/european-sanctions-russia.html?_r=0
http://www.commondreams.org/views/2014/07/29/blaming-russia-flat-fact
http://www.commondreams.org/views/2014/07/29/blaming-russia-flat-fact
http://peakoilbarrel.com/opec-update-also-russia-peaked/
http://www.shalebubble.org/
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